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1. Museum
2. Open gallery space
3. Ferry terminal
4. Art Plaza
5. Fish Market
6. Market/ Event space
7. Ferry stop
8. Amusement park
9. Future development

Situation plan 1:2500
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Locating a major cultural foundation in the heart of Helsinki opens for speculation 
on the results of a cultural implant; our proposal imagines an institutional mutation, 
both organizational and spatial, where a foundations multinational approach grows 
adaptive to finish culture, and where public life conquers its architecture. 
We draw from the south port master-plan competition conclusions, identifying 
programmatic potential along the waterfront and introducing spatial porosity for 
urban activities. Our concept strengthens the quay promenade by stablishing new 
public connections across the site which shall include this revitalized area in the 
metropolitan Helsinki vision.
The given functions in the competition program for the Guggenheim Helsinki are 
used as a reference for a museum, while underneath and around we propose an 

urban landscape fully equipped for art production, exhibition, performances and 
happenings. This arena shall perform as a moderator between city and museum, 
where outdoor and indoor activities support each other seasonally by exploiting 
all their potential synergies in seamless integration with the public space of the 
waterfront.  
In summary, we propose one public destination with two distinctive and interlocking 
cultural offers: an outdoor public museum and a large cultural institution in a 
relationship that is mutually beneficial. Together they can benefit from large 
exhibitions while supporting smaller and more dynamic events simultaneously. 
This double agenda makes it a distinctive and unique project that is fundamentally 
growing out of Helsinkis unique urban life.

View from eastView from market square

THE NEXT HELSINKI
Double identity
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Museum Lobby

  

Facade concept:
Six facades perform 
according to program inside, 
program outside and 
climatic conditions.

Circulation
A distinct circulation system
allows for unobstructed flow
through the museum

Roof controls 
natural light

South facade
theatre and media wall

West facade
provides secondary 
entrances

North facade 
provides gallery
with transparent wall

East facade 
sea-side foyer 

Museum floor 
provides connection
to the outdoor gallery

Vertical circulation 
A tube of escalators 
pierces through all
floors

Entry 
From the entrance lobby, 
visitors have direct access 
to all visitor services and
cafeteria

Galleries 
Circulation in loops on 
each gallery floor

Guggenheim Galleries
9 major gallery spaces + 
4 gallery terraces 

Main vertical circulation for
visitors and art

Learning Centre and Lobby
1st and 2nd floor, dining, 
offices and visitor services

Multipurpose zone/Terrace 

Guggenheim City
Main entrance, outdoor gallery, 
café, outdoor auditorium /
event space, storefront gallery
  

Helsinki
  

Museum Lobby

  

Guggenheim support
Guggenheim shop, 
museum support 
functions, event support
functions, café, ferry 
terminal
  

Axonometric

Axonometric Circulation

Entrance through Guggneheim city

Ground level plan 1:500
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Helsinki Urban Gallery
A constructed topography which organizes, 
by concealing beneath, all service functions 
like delivery, storage, maintenance, vehicular 
access, parking and boat terminal with 
ideal programmatic proximities. Its surface 
generates a collection of interconnected public 
outdoor areas dedicated to cultural programs. 
It contains a sculpture plaza, café with 
bookstore, student pavilion (the storefront), a 

1500m2 covered exhibition space with main 
entry to the museum galleries, an outdoor 
theatre with sloping auditorium, stage, 
control room, fly-tower, projection screen and 
backstage facilities. It also includes elevated 
direct connection to the Star Observatory Park 
and provides direct independent accesses to 
the learning center, the fine dining and the 
administration offices on the second floor. 

0-1 Museum and Design Store
0-2 Stock Room and Offices
0-3 Trash Room
0-4 Storage
0-5 Recieving
0-6 Art Storage
0-7 Shipping and Recieving
0-8 Crate Storage
0-9 Uncrating Staging
0-10 Security Office/Control Room
0-11 Custodial Office
0-12 Supply, Equipment, adnd Seasonal Furniture Storage
0-13 Landscape and Grounds Maintanance Equipment
0-14 Locker Rooms
0-15 Mechanical/El/Plumbing
0-16 Art Loading Dock
0-17 General Loading Dock
0-18 Ferry Terminal
0-19 Student Pavilion
0-20 Plaza
0-21 Outdoor Gallery
0-22 Covered Gallery
0-23 Outdoor Stage
0-24 Outdoor Theater
0-25 Parking
0-26 Taxi Stop/Drop Off
0-27 Cafe/Bookstore
0-28 Control Room/Projection Booth
0-29 Green Room
0-30 Museum Entrance
0-31 Museum Entrance through Museum Store



View from North View from the Quay View from East

Section North-South 1:250
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L +20 - 28:
Major gallery spaces,
gallery with city view

Storefront, café and bookstore + plaza: 1660 m2 Guggenheim shop + Guggenheim Outdoor Gallery: 2150 m2 Guggenheim Auditorium / Event space capasity: 1000 spectators Dropoff, parkin and ferry terminal:  2500 m2Sculpture plaza: 1000 m2

L +16 - 20:
Gallery spaces, multi 
purpose zone

L +12 - 16:
Gallery spaces, learning
centre, offices

L +8 - 12:
Lobby, visitor services
dining, offices

The Museum Galleries

This is a spatial system composed of enclosed naves and 
open floors or terraces. It provides an ample range of room 
types with different heights, widths and natural/artificial 
lighting conditions, which shall cater to a wide specter 
of shows, exhibitions and curatorial moods. It becomes a 
balanced mix of formal and casual exhibition spaces. 
Galleries run east-west connecting to generous resting 
areas and vertical circulation on both sides; such layout 
creates a robust and flexible visitor’s flow which also 
allows for comfortable and secure mounting / dismantling, 
providing for the possibility for shutting off one or more 
galleries simultaneously. 

The Learning Center and Auditorium

We consider the Auditorium and laboratory a functional 
unit which can operate together or independent from 
“HUG” and the Museum galleries. It is located in the 3rd 
floor with dedicated entry lobby on the second floor on the 
west facade; it can operate together with the museum’s 
visitor services even when the museum galleries are 
closed.

We challenge the Museum foundations to go beyond the 
tourist destination / signature architecture formula; we 
propose a conscious relationship between Helsinki’s urban 
life and public cultural programs, building on the sincere 
curiosity for experiencing, participating and practicing art 
in any form or medium.

Plan 1st level 1:250 Plan 2nd level 1:250 Plan 3rd level 1:250
1 Formal Restaurant
2 Cafe/Bar
3 Kitchen
4 Catering Prep/Staging Area
5 Office

6 Visitor Screening /Bag Check
7 Coat Check/Lockers
8 Ticketing and Information Desk
9 Storage
10 Marketing and Development Offices

11 Conference Rooms
12 Education Office
13 Shared Work Room/Copy Room/File Storage
14 Restrooms
15 Lobbies

2-1 Exhibition Galleries
2-2 Flexible Performance/Conference Hall
2-3 Green Room
2-4 Control Room/Projection Booth
2-5 Simultaniouse Translation Booth
2-6 Movable Stage Platform

2-7 Equipment Storage
2-8 Technichian Office
2-9 Dressing Rooms
2-10 Multifunction Classrom/Laboratory
2-11 Shared Art Prep/Conservation Studio 
2-12 Equipment Storage

2-13 Registrar, Conservation, Exhib. Design & Tech Offices
2-14 Administration Offices
2-15 Curatorial Exhibition Design, Publication, Archiv Offices
2-16 IT-Server, Workroom, and Staff Offices
2-17 Staff Lunch Lounge
2-18 Restrooms

3-1 Exhibition Galleries
3-2 Project Space and Atrium



View from Atrium View from Exhibition hall
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Plan 4th level 1:250
4-1 Exhibition Galleries

View from South

Structural Concept
The Box spans over the public ground, landing on the eastern ridge and 
touching on the staircase in the west. The box consists of trusses that form 
the walls of the exhibition spaces. The trusses span 34 m between the two 
diaphragm walls in the support lines of the box. The diaphragm walls collect 
loads from the exhibition spaces and distribute them into the support lines 
through their truss grid. The eastern diaphragm wall allows the box to can-
tilever towards the south and the north. Trusses and diaphragm walls are 
proposed in steel for high capacity in joints and ease of installation. Access 
structures in the west provide their own structural systems and lateral stiff-
ness to the main structure.

Massive wooden floors and walls span between the trusses, which reduce 
the dead load substantially and allow easily to install fasteners for museum 
installations anywhere. Reduction of the structures dead load is for us the 
main key to reduce the environmental impact of construction. Less material 
is necessary in all parts including the foundation system, which also leads to 
less transport and potentially shorter construction time.

The façade structure consists of a regular grid supported by the main struc-
tural system.Timber leads to simple cold bridge details and thereby allows 
the façade structure to be consistent between cold, semi climatized and 
climatized spaces.

Environment
We propose a scale of 3 climate types for all the indoor functions: fully 
conditioned, partially conditioned and naturally conditioned. This principle 
shall stablish a kWh consumption gradient between outdoor areas on ground 
level and the exhibition galleries on the upper floors. Most importantly, such 
an approach will help defining the different moods and atmospheres of the 
public areas.

Primary Structure

Secondary Structure

Facade concept

Concept model

Fully Conditioned

Partially Conditioned

Naturally Conditioned

Galleries

Multi-purpose space

Learning Center

Dining

Visitor Services

Offices

Kitchen


